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THE LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON, LL.D., by Sir John Hawkins. Ed. by Bertram
H. Davis. New York: Macmillan, 1961. 371 pp. $5.95.
The innocence of literary critics passes belief: you can put anything over
on th~m if you say it in a striking enough way. This fine and full biographyit runs to 600 pages in the original edition-written by one of johnson's
oldest, closest, and most perceptive friends, appeared in 1787, three years
after johnson's death and four years before Boswell's Life, and has been allowed to remain out of print from that year until now, a century and threequarters later. Why? Chiefly, it seems, because Boswell reported with relish
that Johnson once said that Hawkins was an "unclubable" man (horrorsl),
and that, like all Johnson's biographers except Boswell, he was inaccurate
and insufficiently appreciative of his subject; and because Macaulay, complaining of a life of Johnson in which Boswell, Mrs. Thrale, and others were
chopped up and mixed together, quipped that all the ingredients except
Hawkins' Life had been spoiled in the process: "Sir John Hawlais, it is
"
true, loses nothing; and for the best of reasons. Sir John had nothing to
lose."
It seems doubtful that Macaulay ever looked at Hawkin's ;book; he took
his cue from Boswell; but the wisecrack was too good for Macaulay's journalistic instincts to resist. Boswell and Macaulay can be forgiven: they had their
private axes to grind. What is hard to {orgive is the successive generations of
literary students who have swallowed.· this story without investigating it
and so kept from readers what is not only a far better picture of the real
Johnson than Boswell gives, but is in itself a first-rate piece of writing, well
worth the attention of the connoisseur of biography.
Mr. Davis, in his earlier study Johnson Before Boswell (1960), established
the claims of Hawkins' book to be taken seriously. Hawkins made mistakes;
but certainly no more (and probably less serious ones) than Boswell. He
"digresses"-that is, he fills in the background of bare biographical facts
with sketches, often amusing and· rewarding, of literary and social life in
Johnson's London; but so does Bosweli, who indeed subtitles his Life, "The
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Whole'Exhibiting a View of Literature and Literary Men in Great-Britain,
for Near Half a Century." And Hawkins' "digressions" are not nearly so
irritating as Boswell's impertinent personal memoranda, such as that in him,
Boswell, who boasts of the name TORY, loyalty is not only a principle but
a passion (the sort of 'remark that readers tend to assimilate to their picture
of Johnson without noting that it is pure Boswell and nothing more) .
Hawkins intrudes his somewhat dour personality into his book on occasion,
but he does so openly~ The effects of Boswell's handling of Johnson as a
father-figure are far more subtle, far-reaching, and disastrous. Boswell, denied
any affection by his father, the au§tere Calvinist judge, Lord Auchinleck,
spent his life in desperate search for a substitute, and Johnson in pity
allowed him to attach himself to him. But the person you have to depend
on emotionally you also come to resent.
Brono Bettelheim, in a brilliant review some years ago of. Ernest Jones'
biography of Freud, complained that Jones follows the time-honored tradition of disciples in subtly undercutting the master, demonstrating (in the
most reverent way) his imperfections, and showing how he, the disciple,
knows better-as, Bettelheim remarks, St. Paul did for Jesus. He might
also have cited Boswell on Johnson. It has recently been established beyond
.a doubt, through examination of Boswell's papers, that Bd~ell sometimes
resorted to the most flagrant suppression of evidence to preserve the "image"
of Johnson that Boswell wanted to impose on the world-and for the most
part succeeded in imposing on it. Hawkins may have been a curmudgeon;
but he was not a neurotic of the order of Boswell and had no hidden urge
. to victimize Johnson.
For a long time the thing to say was that Boswell's was the greatest
biography ever written. You found it said in every literary history. Again
this was something Macaulay started, in his best journalistic manner: "Homer
is not more decidedly the first of heroic poets, Shakespeare is not more
decidedly the first of dramatists, Demosthenes is not more decidedly the first
of orators, than Boswell is the first of biographers. He has ~o second. . . .
Eclipse [a race-horse of the time] is first, and the rest nowhere." It is almost
a role with Macaulay that when he states something in this vein of ludicrous
exaggeration, it is invariably nonsense. For it is hard to term Boswell's book
a biography at all. It is a series of excerpts from his voluminous personal
diary-those dealing with the days, during the latter two decades of johnson's
life, when he was in johnson's company-introduced by a most inadequate
brief summary, obtained at second-hand and often extremely inaccurate, of
( the first fifty-five years of Johnson's life, and patched together by even more
inadequate summaries of the periods, sometimes two or three years at a
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time (for Boswell lived in Scotland and came down to London only occasionally), when Boswell did not see him.
What are we to call a book in which we read this: "During this year [1770]
there was a total cessation of all correspondence between Dr. Johnson and
me. . . ; and as I was not in London, I had no opportunity of enjoying
his company and recording his conversation. To supply this blank, I shall
present my readers with some Collectanea [jottings about Johnson, of no
particular'date], obligingly furnished to me by the Rev. Dr. i.\(axwell. . . ."
A biography? Surely not. It is an edited diary; and as such, it possesses the
merits that Boswell's other diaries have-more, indeed, because johnson's
conversations certainly enliven what elsewhere are often the long, dull
stretches of Boswell's life. After the first two or three narratives of Boswell's
alcoholic bouts and copulations with servant girls, the reader~s titillation
rapidly wears off; aU the rest are much the same. Boswell without Johnson
is a dull dog indeed.
Hawkins' book is a biography-a serious and responsible attempt to set
down in coherent order the significant facts of a person's life, and to make
such sense out of them as the writer's lights afford. Hawkins was better
qualified for this task than Boswell. He was a more intelligent, more experienced, better educated man than Boswell. He was a distinguished magistrate
in London for twenty years; Boswell was never more than a strikingly unsuccessful practioner at the bar (I don't think any scholar has yet worked out
Boswell's average annual. income from his profession, but it must have been
minute; one reason Boswell so savagely slandered his competing biographers
was that he desperately needed the money from the sales of his own book).
Although one still encounters the preposterous assertion that if it had not
been for Boswell no one would now hear anything of Johnson, the fact is of
course just the contrary: if it had not been for his attachment to Johnson,
Boswell would never have emerged from the crowded limbo of minor
eighteenth-eentury scribblerS. His writings on Corsica might have rated a
footnote in historical and geographiCal treatises; when his diary was discovered, a one-volume abridgement of it might have been published by some
enterprising publisher~and .not improperly remaindered; nothing else he
wrote is of a quality worth noticing. Had Hawkins never known Johnson,
his monumental History of Music would still retain the position it does
today-along with Burney's,· one of the great pioneering, and· still indispensable, works of musicology. Hawkins had a clear understanding of Johnson's religious and political views, and provides ~dmirable discussions of
them-passages with which all students of Johnson should be familiar. Boswell, a Scot, and a Presbyterian by upbringing (with a youthful excursion
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into Roman Catholicism), understood neither, and his desultory treatment
of them has only covered both subjects with confusion. Most important,
Hawkins was of johnson's own generation and a not dissimilar background.
They were struggling young writers together on the Gentleman's Magazine
before Boswell was born. They were Londoners together, moving in the
same circles, while Boswell was pursuing his' amours on the slopes of Castle
Rock in distant Edinburgh. At the end, Hawkins attended Johnson through
the physical and spiritual agonies of his last years, was at his death.: bed,
and was appointed by Johnson his chief executor. In the last three years
of johnson's life, Boswell was in London a total of four months, the last
time six months before johnson's death, and was not even mentioned in his
will.
What has now become the thing to say, in more enlightened John~onian
circles, is that we must give Hawkins full credit for providing us with much
useful information about Johnson, often in salutary correction of Boswell;
. yet of course we must still continue to acknowledge that Boswell's book is
by far the greater "work of art." Mr. Davis ,says as much; I have said as much
myself in print. But during this last reading of Hawkins, I have begun to
wonder if this concession is justified. Hawkins' book is quite. as readable
as Boswell's, and it has a unity of structure and an impressive seriousness of
purpose that Boswell's lacks. This is, of course, because Boswell's is primarily
a series of journal entries: as "art" it may be good in its own geme (though
it certainly cannot be compared to, say, Pepys's or the Goncourts'). But
it is not a bi<;>graphy-not even a book, properly speaking. Boswell is a diarist;
Hawkins is a biographer, and shows that he has profited from the lessons
and example of his friend Johnson, the first modem biographer as he was
the first modem English lexicographer, and the first modem critic.
Biography, it seems to me, is a more serious and rewarding "art-form"
than the diary-one in which artistic skill has more scope. And, it seems to
me, Hawkins' is still the one biography of Johnson to which the epithet
"work of art" applies, in the sense that it applies to Johnson's own fine Life of
Savage; where one senses the result of the impact of the material of a work
of art-Samuel johnson's life-on an artistic sensibility: those subtle overtones of real and universal emotion that one also senses in the lives of Savage
and Pope, and in other great biographies, like Lockhart's Scott and Lytton
Strachey's Queen Victoria. Hawkins may have been "unclubable"; but he
was something of an artist-a competent musician, music critic, and musicologist-after all. The "clubable" will no. doubt prefer to go on chuckling
over Boswell's reminiscences, and to visit casually with Johnson "the great
Clubman," as F. R. Leavis sardonically labeled that particular "image."
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Those who care more about Johnson "the great highbrow," the great artist
with words and ideas, will find a place on their shelves for Hawkins.
Mr. Davis' editing and annotation are done with his usual skill. Not too
much has been lost in the abridgement, which w3:S carried out with great
tact. The only disappointment is that an abridgement should have been
thought' necessary at all.
-Donald J. Greene
Dr. Greene, associate professor of English at the University of New Mexico and guest
lecturer this year at the University of Toronto in his native Canada, is recognized as a
foremost authority on Dr. Samuel Johnson. The recently published Volume IV of the
bibliography, English Literature 1660-1800 (Princeton) lists fifteen of his booles, reviews
and articles principally on Johnson published since 1950. He is the editor of the bibliography of Johnson published this year by the University of Cairo in Egypt.

AN ExpERIMENT IN CRITICISM, by C. S. Lewis. Cambridge: University Press,
1961 . 144 pp. $2·95·

~

As if host at his own "U" sherry party Professor Lewis chats with readers
.about reading. Genially, with Screwtape's tactical concessions, he reverses
the traditional approach: he divides literary and unliterary readers by temperament and practice rather than byintellect and background; and books by
the kind of reading they "invite" and "permit." The unliterary reader considers reading a last-resort pastime, obviating any creative response save
egoistic castle-building. For the literary reader, on the other hand, life without thoughtful, receptive reading is barely conceivable. A good-book rewards
-the surrender it exacts of the literary reader.
Denying there can be a taste for badness, Lewis distinguishes "use" of art,
music, and books (or bad taste) from ureception" of them (or good taste).
(It strains this distinction to apply it to other areas of taste, ~.g., dress,
furnishings, cuisine, etiquette.) He defines and places myth, fantasy and
romance, realism, and prosody and prose with ref~rence to literary and unliterary readers. Protective in his love of books, he wants to save them from
desiccation by pedants, vivisection by critics, and inhumation by zealots
from the Republic, whom he calls the Vigilants. In his fairness he may seem
too inclusive. Mer all, as long as a single reader finds a book does more than
feed curiosity, excitement, and vicarious pleasure, finds it, in short, both
Logos and Poiema, Lewis will keep it within the pale of literature. Yet, if his
theory has hiatUses, his practice in his supporting citations does not.
Throughout the soiree few reader-guests will contradict their urbane host.
-Marilyn Gaddis Rose
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APPROACHES TO THE NOVEL, ed. by Robert Scholes. San Francisco: Chandler
Publishing Co., 1961. 314 pp. $1.95.
THE NOVEL AND THE READER, by Katherine Lever. New York: AppletonCeI;ltury-Crofts, 1961. 120 pp. $1.35.
NOVELS IN THE MAKING, ed. by William E. Buckler. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1961. 266 pp. ~1.95.
DISCUSSIONS OF THE NoVEL, ed. by Roger Sale. Boston: D. C ..Heath, 1960.
101 pp. $1-40.
A poem, Valery claimed, is like the Phoenix. Singly or generically, a novel
is no-less so. Since World War II poetics of the novel (in Malthusian progression) have stoked its pyre and whether to temper with flame or· smother
with smoke sometimes has been hard to tell. In any event, the novel has
thrived unimpaired and scarcely affected, although most critics-a la Edwin
Arlington Robinson, have mistaken the combustion for the setting sun.
These guidebooks will not change it either. In fact, the editors (Miss
Lever synthesizes the material the others anthologize) forbear direct handling of the divine plumed creature: novelist plus novel. They concentrate
instead on the human collaborator: the reader. I rank the books in this
order: Approaches to the Novel, The Novel and the Reader, Discussions of
the Novel, Novels in the Making. However, all accomplish their modest
purposes. Buckler documents selected English, American, French, and Russian novels. Scholes and Sale present well-known essays that try to bring order to the novel as a genre, while Miss Lever, who provides a program of
self-study in the appendix, tries to bring order as well as present her own
system of discri1pinating among great, good, and poor novels. Buckler serves
chiefly the reader still in school. The others are more suitable for the out-ofschool reader anxious to avoid dilettantism. But not eclecticism, for the
editors are generous and catholic in their taste. Nevertheless, the nature of
their task commits them to the Existentialist paradox: giving to the novel
order which they themselves suspect is not inherent. The important thingto recall the Phoenix from the fire-is to remember we are dealing with live
prey, not a taxidermist's display.
.
Since the editors are obliged to work with novels already existing, they
occasionally are obliged to forget this. Buckler especially. As fellow human
beings, we are curious about the novelist's intention, aesthetic theory, and
concurrent traumas. Such information sometimes helps us understand a
novel. But it does not alter the novel. The adumbration may even divert
us. from the structure of style and meanings. At times, as with Bojer's The
Great Hunger, perhaps with Camus' The Fall, we suspect a considerable
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discrepancy between what the novelist thought he said and what he says.
The other editors avoid the biographical critical approach. Scholes and
Sale include Mark Schorer's "Technique as Discovery," and Miss Lever cites
Schorer to corroborate her own judgment. They orient their material, not
toward specific works, but toward the genre as a whole. Scholes' collection
excels Sale's only in being more comprehensive. Their selections and Miss
Lever's sources all overlap. Her book has the greatest apparent clarity because she organizes the sources by the lights of her own lucidity and expresses her synthesis with more simplicity than most of the novelists and
critics she quotes. Yet her achievement cannot really be appreciated until
these theorists have been read, and these and more Scholes provides. These
books have scope, but hardly enough.
Not anything goeS, but the novel does owe much of its resilience to its
resistance to rules. Of course, Scholes, Sale, and Miss Lever gamely try to
establish some boundaries. Miss Lever defines her own categories of fiction:
novel (a long, original vision of reality in prose), fantasy, fable, and formula.
Scholes and Sale by positioning emphasize Frye's categories. Scholes uses two
essays from Anatomy of Criticism: modes of fiction (myth, romance, high
mimesis, low mimesis, satire or irony) and forms of fiction (novel, romance,
confession, anatomy) . Sale includes only the latter essay. Either Miss Lever's
or Frye's classification is clarifying. Frye's is more flexible because it allows
for multiple combinations of forms. But they both distinguish merely the
sub genres. I doubt that we shall ever define the novel.
After all, it is a genre emphasizing the written word (but a novel may also
sound as it visualizes and rationalizes), seeking to encompass every conceivable human experience. We can be pragmatic with E. M. Forster and
call it a fictitious prose work of at least 50,000 words, or esoteric with Robert
Champigny and call it an aesthetic process in which. thing is subordinated
to quality. The fact remains that an inclusive definition is also inconclusive.
The novel continues to absorb more and more provinces of the written word,
e.g., journalism, philology, toponymy, and to dispense with more and more
of its own conventions, e.g., grammar, plot, personages.
Dependent upon language, it is the genre least bound by its original
language. Miss Lever says that translation is a test of a great novel. Yet paro:"
chialism is a failing of all these.anthologies. Buckler even asserts in his opening sentence that the modem novel was not in -existence when Defoe began
'the preface to Moll Flanders in 1722.* Only Austin Warren in A.pproaches
·In my opinion English literature had to wait until Jane Austen's Sense and Sensibility
(1811) before it had a novel as coherent as Mme. de la Fayette's The Princess of Cleves
( 1678).
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to the Novel recognizes adequately the novel in literature other than English,
American, French, and Russian. Varied as these four are, generalizations
based upon their novels cannot be as valid for, say, Baroja's Paradox Rey,
Kafka's The Trial, Hesse's Magister Ludi, Lagerkvist's Barabbas, Jensen's
The Long Journey, Gheorghiu's The Twenty-fifth Hour, or Andric's The
Bridge on the Drina.
Having such malleable frontiers, the novel should last as long as literacy
(if not eternally like the Phoenix). By and large these anthologies do not
project. Miss Lever treats the novel as a genre with a future, although I
suspect her insistence upon the verisimilitude of common-sense cause-and:
effect will force her to call many novels fantasy and fable. Lionel Trilling
and Irving Howe in Approaches to the Novel also discuss a developing genre.
However, their companion essays, Buckler's anthology and Sale's, treat the
novel as if its decline had begun. Thornton Wilder's nursemaid in The Seven
Ages of Man ("Infancy") praises her pulp novel: "They don't write books
" like that anymore." But they never did.
A novelist succeeds only to the extent he transcends his poetics. Buckler
includes Maupassant's concise descriptive aesthetics of the nineteenth century realistic novel. This is the preface to Pierre and Jean, a well-organized
second-rate novel. Buckler includes also comments by Turgenev on Fathers
and Sons, a masterpiece written from similar but more flexible aesthetics.
All four anthologies take note of Henry James. Scholes uses "The Art of
Fiction"; Miss Lever cites James in twenty footnotes and refers to him
constantly; Buckler uses entries from the notebooks and the preface to
The Wings of the Dove; Sale uses the preface to The Portrait of a Lady.
Is not our exhilaration from these last-named novels undermined by a suspicion that it is out of proportion to its cause? We put in a War and Peace's
worth and get out a Sister Carrie-fuI. Y'Ft The Bostonians, where James'
method is less evident, rewards more tharl it requires rereading.
Indeed, the incontestable masterworks of the western novel exhibit a disregard for the categories and advice of its critics. Miss Lever astutely observes
that a novel's flaws may have as much value as its perfections. Don Quixote
with its interpolated stories and its shifts of emphasis not only is impure
picaresque but also lacks the unity of tone and meaning of the novels of
chivalry it intermittently parodies. Perhaps Hawthorne should have gone over
Melville's Moby Dick, regularizing its point of view, combining Starbuck
and Ishmael, pruning the monologues, eliminating the cetology. After all,
Lubbock in chapter XVI of The Craft of Fiction (Scholes uses chapters
VIII, XI, and XVII) shows how Balzac's "pictorial" method of introduction
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would have iinproved Anna Karenina. A good editor could have done a lot
for Balzac, too.
The Phoenix need not reappear in the same form so long as we still recog.nize it. That is what happened with the tum-of-the century novel and the
entre-deux-guerres novel and is happening with the post-war novel. The
Nouveau Roman, e.g., Alain Robbe-Grillet's The Voyeur or· Nathalie Sarraute's Rortrait of a Man Unknown, discovers to us the quivers of our own
perceptions. Jose Cela's The Hive and Carmen Laforefs Nada reveal a sensitive fusion of subjectivity and objectivity. Wright Morris infuses prose with
the intellectual allusiveness of metaphysical poetry in his Gordon Boyd duo.
Saul Bellow.revitalizes the picaresque, a sub-genre until. recently a statistic
of literary history. Flannery O'Connor combines sober realism and phantasmagoria. Criticism of the novel must remain after the fact.
These four useful anthologies remind us that our reading of the novel
should be critical and creative. But I predict the Phoenix always will stay at
. -Marilyn Gaddis Rose
least two reincarnations ahead.
Mrs. Rose, whose Ph.D. is from the University of Missouri. is a teacher in the litezature
department of Stephens College. She has written articles and reviews for The French
Review, articles in Romance Notes, Rives and Forum, and· has reviewed for Renascence
and BooIes Abroad. Currently she is working on a book-length study ofJulian Green.

EARLY NOVEL OF TIlE SOUTHWEST, A CRITICAL HISTORY OF SOUTHWESTERN FICTION, 1819-1918, by Edwin B. Gaston, Jr. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1961. 331 pp. $5.00.
~
THE

"\.

In 1819, when Poe was only ten years old, when Thoreau had just celebrated his second birthday, and before Hawthorne had published his first
novel, the Southwest had already appeared as the setting for a tale of adventure. This first novel, L'Heromedu Texas, written in French by a visitor
who signed only his initials, depicted the experiences of early French col~nists
in Texas and Louisiana.
By the time Moby Dick and The Scarlet Letter had been published,
seven novels of the Southwest already had appeared. The general reader is
pron~ to forget that along with gun and powder hom, an occasional frontiersman took along an inquiring,. observant mind which absorbed hisimpressions.
Such impressions, usually recorded in an aura of romanticism, survive today
in forty novels written in the hundred years between 1819 and 1918. Fifteen
were written before the Civil War, and twenty-five between 186; and 1918.
The fascination of the Southwest setting persists to this day, as any television viewer may bear witness.
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Edwin B. Gaston, Jr., has made a critical study of these forty novels in
The Early Novels of the Southwest. His interest is understandable, since he
is both a native of the region and ~ member of the English Department of
Stephen F. Austin College at Nacogdoches, Texas.
Dr. Gaston's study records, summarizes, classifies, and evaluates. The
thesis of his work is threefold affirmation: that the Southwestern novels
followed the Romantic tradition of European and American fiction of the
time; that their development brought an element of mature romance; and
that Romanticism evolved during the period from the naive to the mature
in both form and thought.
The au~ors of these early tales were born into the Romantic tradition;
thirty-one of the £1rty were Anglo-Americans. They included people from
every walk of life: archaeologists, colonists, cowboys, doctors, soldiers, politicians, and even housewives. A few visited the region only briefly, returning
home to write of it; others remained to have a part in its development.
The Early Novel of the Southw.est begins with a discussion of the general
trends of the American novel during the period covered, followed by a survey
of the fiction of the Southwest, showing its place in the general pattern.
The subject matter of the novels then comes in for thorough discussion and
classification.
The material of the early novels touches many phases of frontier life. Earlier tales as· Francis Berrian, by Timothy Flint (1826), were based upon
travels in the region. The Texas-Mexican War furnished subject matter for
several novels, including one written "By a Texian," with the non-alluring
title of Mexico versus Texas (1838). The pirate became a character in La
Fitte the Pirate of the Gulf, by Joseph Holt Ingraham (1836). Later came
tales~f guides, trappers, and Texas Rangers. In the period immediately preceding the Civil War the woman writer made her appearance in the person
of Augusta J. Evans, with Inez, a romantic novel of the Alamo. The Civil
War period produced no Southwestern fiction except two anonymous novels,
The Yankee Slave Dealer and Cotton Stealing.
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, The first Southwestern- novels after the war were didactic and sentimental. More than She Could Bear, by Hesper Benhow (18T~), and Remember
the Alamo, by Amelia E. Barr (1888), are typical of this era. The tales of
Kit Carson and Buffalo Bill soon supplanted them. In the nineties another
phase developed an interest in regional manners and customs, dress, and
speech, represented by Evelyn Moore Davis' Under the Man Fig (1895) •
and Opie Read's The Arkansas Planter (1896). The Negro entered fiction in
the novels of Ruth McEnery Jackson, and the Indian came into his literary
heritage in such novels as Adolph Bandelier's The Delight Makers (1890)
and Marah Ellis Ryan's The Flute of the Gods (1909)'
Subsequent chapters in this volume study the novel from many angles:
plot technique, portrayal of character, impressions of geography of the
country, intellectual and philosophical ,concepts represented. An epilogue
gives a brief survey of Southwestern fiction since 1918, and an appendix offers synopses of the forty novels, many of them unobtainable today. A final
section presents brief biographical sketches of the known authors, and a
complete bibliography and index document the study.
The Early Novel of the Southwest is the work of a meticulous scholar,
one fired with enthusiasm for his subject. It offers invaluable material,
, studied from every possible angle, to the student of American literature as
well as to the lay reader with an interest in the region.
Dr. Gaston plans to complete his study with a second volume covering
the years since 1918. Appreciative readers will look forward to the supplemental survey, and the two beoks will do a distinct service to Southwestern '
literature.
-Goldie Capers Smith
Mrs. Smith, a Texan teaching in Tulsa, is the author of three volumes of verse, a book,

The Creative Arts in Texas, and has been a contnbutor to a number of national magazines
of large circulation. She has lived and traveled extensively abroad.

NEW MEXICO CIVIL WAR BmLIOGRAPHY, ed. by Jack D. Rittenhouse. Houston: Stagecoach' Press, 1961. 37 pp. $4.00. BACA's BATI'LE, by V. B. Beckett.
Houston: Stagecoach Press, 1962.. 30 pp. $2.'75. These two beautifully designed limited editions (limited to· four hundred and eight hundred copies
respectively) may make gift-item caviar for the Southwest historical buff. The
, bibliography in hard covers was compiled and. designed' by the director of
the press, Jack Rittenhouse. It briefly descn'bes thirty-two original documents
relating to the War in New Mexico; it reprints and comments on a cOntemporary account in the Santa Fe Gazette, and refers to half a dozen 'other
bibliographies. Baca's Battle, soft cover, recounts Elfego Baca's epic gun,
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fight at Frisco Plaza, New Mexico, 188~ as reported at the time, together
with Baca's own final account of the battle. The distinctive hand-set type
faces and the papers used for these books are handsome, and rare indeed in
an age of mass production.

. PATRIOTIC GORE: STUDIES OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAJJ.., by Edmund Wilson. New York: Oxford University Press, 1962. 848 pp. $8.50'
\

A far cry from Axel's Castle, Edmund Wilson's 1931 study of the French
symbolists and their influence on modem writers such as Yeats and Eliot,
Patriotic Gore (at a cost of approximately a penny.per page) is a highly
perceptive and pragmatic study of the literature of the American Civil War.
No drumbeater, Wilson scotches once and for all the idea of celebrating
the hundredth anniversary of the Civil War: he refers to it as "this absurd
centennial" and quotes Robert Penn Warren's theory that two fraudulent
traditions, in the South and in the North respectively, have been stimulated
by the Civil War. Southerners latch on to the "Great Alibi," which enables
theIl) to blame everything in the South that is "lazy, provincial, barbarous
and degraded" on the damages they suffered in the War. The North cherishes
its "Treasury of Virtue," which, with its prideful notion that it has always
fought on the winning side in any conflict, has enabled the United States to
enter into all subsequent wars since the one Between the States. That snobbish moral attitude appears first to have been engendered by the victory over
the Confederate States in 1865. The "Treasury of Virtue" Wilson demolishes
throughout his introductory essay in which he traces our behavior in wars,
drawing a parallel between our "irrational instinct of an active power organism" and the vigorous voracity of a sea slug in the presence of another.
"The institution of slavery," says Wilson, "supplied the militant Union
North with the rabble-rousing moral issue which is necessary in every modem
war to make the conflict appear as a melodrama."
And Patriotic Gore draws on the writings and utterances of some thirty
men and women who lived through the War, sampling in such a way that
we see how people were moved to take sides-and in a way which sways us
from seeing them as Northern or Southern stereotypes. .
Wilson quotes from Sidney Lanier's little-known novel, Tiger-Lilies, the
words of a poor white Tennessean named Corm Smallin: '''Hit's been a rich
man's war,''' Smallin says to himself, '''an' a poor man's fight long enough.
A eye fur a eye, an' a tooth fur a tooth, an' I say a house fur a house, an' a
bullet fur a bulletI John Sterlin's got my house burnt I'll get his'n burnt. John
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Sterlin's made me resk bullets, I'll make him resk emf An' ef I don't may
God-a-mighty forgit me forever and ever, amenl'"
Wilson does not take sides. He adopts characters from each "side" and
analyzes their human foibles in the time of distress. Harriet Beecher Stowe, .
Calvin Stowe, John S. Mosby, Mary Boykin Chesnut, Hinton R. Helper,
Tom Sherman, Ulysses S. Grant, Abraham Lincoln, Robert E. Lee, and
Oliver Wendell Holmes are among the dramatis personae.
Carl Sandburg receives the back of Mr. Wilson's critical hand for some of
his practices in writing the biography of Lincoln. ". . . there are moments
when one is tempted to feel that ~e cruellest thing that has happened to
Lincoln since he was shot by Booth has been to fall into the hands of Carl
Sandburg." Especially scored is a passage describing Lincoln in the days when
he was in love with Ann Rutledge, of whom very little is known. "So often
all else would fade out of his mind and there would be only the riddle of a
pink-fair face, a mouth and eyes in a frame of light com-silk hair. He could
ask himself what it meant and search his heart for an answer and no answer
would come. A trembling took his body and dark waves ran through him
sometimes when she spoke so simple a thing as, 'The corn is getting high,
isn't" it?'" "The com," comments Wilson acidly, "is getting high~ indeedl"
The American Civil War period was not one in which "belles lettres"
flourished, but many people were articulate: speeches were made, pamphlets
written and distributed, private diaries and letters.written by kerosene lamp
or candle-stub, statesmen and generals gave in to needs-inner and ~ome
times financial-to write their memoirs.
Patriotic Gore is a wonderfully expressive study of the spate of writing that
inundated the country before, during and after the Civil War. Some of
the sidelights are funny: Mr. Beecher's remark upon hearing of the death
of Byron: "I did hope he would live to do something for Christ," and
Lincoln's reply to a man who complained that Sherman had threatened to
shoot him if he left the army: "Well, if I were you, and he threa!ened to
shoot, I would not trust him, for I believe he would do it." But the major
effort' is a superb documentation of convictions and conventions, of philosophy and prejudices, of impulses and issues that characterized the human
conflict that was the Civil War.
-Ramona Weeks
Formerly book review editor of the Quarterly, Ramona Maher Weeks is engaged in
writing books for children, poetry for adults, and still finds time for a generous number of
reviews for NMQ. Recently she went to the cold north where she is executive secretary to
the Academic Vice President of the University of Alaska. Her husband, Tim, is sports
editor of the Fairbanks Daily News.
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HERE COMES THERE GOES You KNow WHO, by William Saroyan. New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1961. 2. 89 pp. $5.95.
Those who remember the economic collapse of 192.9 will remember the
dingy, dismal, and desperate years that stretched on interminably thereafter. Bitter days, angry months, despairing years. The soul of every one who
was fifteen years of age or older then is forever marked, forever maimed, by
that bleak, hellish, traumatic eternity. Hopelessness, hunger, injustice, despair and more despair, and year after year after year: these wounds went deep
and are indelible. There was no air, no light, no way out the mole-like tunnel.

Then:
But Lord Christl When I do remember me
Upon my youth and on my jollity,
It tickles me about my heart's deep root.
To this day does my heart sing in salute
That I have had the world in my own time.

These words of course are from Chaucer's randy Wife of Bath. They are
nonetheless relevant. Suddenly in the grim 1930'S William Saroyan erupted
into print everywhere, pierced the gloom like the sun, and such words were
what, incredibly, he too was saying. In his own language, but with the Wife of
',Bath's gusto and delight in life. To a generation pitched in poverty and darkness Saroyan in his stories glowed like the spirit of life, abundant, rousing,
brimming with vitality and hope.. Writing about his childhood in this
volume he says, "It was great to be alive." In the 1930'S in story after story
crammed with humanity he insisted and demonstrated that it was great to be
alive, and there are survivors today who, recalling that time, bles&, William
Saroyan, artist, man, bringer of light. A lamp in the darkness, and a warmth
in the cold.
Saroyan calls this present book an autobiography. In a way it is. If anyone
wants a closer look at his family and childhood, however, he should read the
earlier My Name Is Aram and The Bicycle Rider of Beverly Hills. Here
Comes is fifty-two brief chapters of memory and mood. Chapter 1 is Saroyan's
credo and a superb thing. It is more intelligent and vastly more genuine
than William Faulkner's crapulous utterance before the Nobel Prize Committee which has received a spurious fame.
Elsewhere Saroyan touches upon literary style: "that snow falling is the
finest style I've ever seen, and if I could ever learn to write the way that snow
is fulling my fame and fortune would be made." He discovers the only people
he dislikes: "the vain, the pompous, the dishonest, the pretentious, the
stupid, the crude, and the cruel:' Not, be it noted, the young, the old, the
poor, the uneducated, the decent. He remarks that he "writes more plays
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more frequently than any other living playwright,u though he sickened of
commercial Broadway in 1943 and declines production of his plays. He tells
of fo,ur years in an orphanage, age three to. seven. He admits himself a compulsive, unregenerate gambler. He reveals himself an adoring father.
Oh, William Saroyan has his faults. Sentimentality, though that is rare
in this book, no doubt is one of them. Loving, as he confesses he does, "kids
and the aged," a writer is inclined to the maudlin unless he is dry and hard.
Saroyan is seldom dry and never hard. Yet one remembers the grievous years
of the 1930's and the solace and s.trength which Saroyan gave, and one
cherishes him. Moreover if he doesn't write the way the snow is falling, surely
sur~ly he writes the way the green grass grows.
-Willis D.lacobs

THE ACCIDENT, by Elie Wiesel. New York: Hill & Wang, 1962. 120 pp. $3.00.
Memory and conscience-if only we could extirpate these .demons, how
bearable life would be. But suppose you have suffered searing brutalities;
suppose you have witnessed horrors that never let you rest; suppose you have
seen grotesque cruelties done by man to man and woman and child. Suppose
you have survived a concentration camp in which your father and mother
and sister were burned to death in gas furnaces at the end of the road.
Then how do you live thereafter? Whom can you ever trust? How can
you love?
'
, This is the century of killers and victims. In Nazi death camps alone millions of human beings have been massacred, in the coldest and foulest ways.
Some have lived on in body; but their faith, trust, and hope have perished.
Memory and conscience remain and corrode.
Elie Wiesel's brief novel is a story about one such man, now in New York
City, struck by an automobile and lying in a hospital-hoping to die. He has
"lost the will to live because he has seen too much of death; he cannot
love because he has lived too long with hate." He undertakeS the worst of
survival: our suffering afflicts us, but it can also destroy others-those who
befriend us, but to whom we cannot return friendship; those who love. us,
but whom we cannot love. The Nazis killed bodies; they also killed the
capacity to feel. One has felt too much. Now one can feel no*ing. Except
perhaps loathing and disgust.
At the end of this book the young man promises to forget his memories,
promises to forget those who died, promises to stifle his conscience. But be
lies. He promises to love. He lies.
-WillisD.lacobs
Professor of English at University of New Mexico, Dr. Jacobs frequently reviews books
for the Quarterly.
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BY ROGER FRY, ed. by Kenneth Clark. Boston: Beacon
Paperback, 1962 . 370 pp., 346 illus. $2.95.
LECTURES

In 1933 Roger Fry was appointed Slade Professor of Fine Arts at Cambridge University. He was then sixty-seven years old, and not in the besN>f
health. However, these inconveniences were characteristically overlooked; for,
from his Cambridge platform Fry had hoped to organize his knowledge,
put it to use in questioning art from Egyptian to modem times, and to test
his aesthetic conceptions with new experiences. This was an ambitious
program even for a younger, more robust man.
A year after his Cambridge appointment, Roger Fry died. His work was
left unfinished. In this collection of his last lectures, first published in 1939
and now reprinted as a paperback, we see Fry exercising his analytic talents
on the nature of aesthetic sensibility and vitality; and we see him exposing
his impartial mind to Egyptian, Negro, Chinese, early American, and Greek
art. But not included in the collection are Fry's views on the arts of the Renaissance and modem world, which he had expressed earlier. The Last
Lectures therefore appear to neglect the works of Western Civilization,
which is regrettable, for in Kenneth Clark's words, "His emotions before a
bronze pot might be keen and sharp, but if the quality of his writings is any
guide, they were less profund and lasting than his e~otions before a Rem.,
brandt. Such is the measure of our loss."
A central idea 9f Fry's is the idea of the pure aesthetic sensation. To define
abstractly what he means by it has given him trouble. This is hardly surprising. But he seems seldom at a loss when asked to point out those works
of art which generate the sensation; they are those which for him combine the
qualities of imaginative design and sensibility. (Just where one should put
llvitality" is a little problematical.) Throughout the lectures, Fry candidly
gives his opinion on whether a particular .work-be it a Negro pot, a Han
drawing or a Greek frieze-has these qualities. He would insist that we look
at the objects before us. And as we foIIow his detached analysis, we are at
times led, at times seduced, to re-evaluate opinions based on perhaps a superstitious respect for antiquity, perhaps a facile attraction toward mere polish,
or toward something that makes a frontal attack on our emotions. Thus Fry
is harsh on archaic Greek SCUlpture-those stiff Apollos with simpering smiles
which fashion once required us to admire; he is critical of Greek vases f9r
exalting geometric perfection· at the expense of sensibility; he is severe
with German Expressionism for its loud insistence; and he is frankly repuIsecl
by Indian figure sculpture for its pasty forms and gross sexuality. But it is·
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wh~n

Fry admires that the keenness of his perception becomes most striking.
The Last Lectures show the range and depth of his appreciation, which
may include, for instance, a Negro jug, a Siberian brooch, a pre-Angkor
Khmer statue, and- surprisel-the Victory of Samothrace.
Here is the partial answer to the uneasiness we may feel as we read the
lectures-the vague sensation of "deja w." Isn't it simply the new fashion
to admire Negro masks and denigrate Greek athletes, to elevate the primitive
at the expense of the sophisticated? If so, Fry himself was at least in part
responsible for this new way of seeing. In any case, not many modish critics
can so free themselves as to praise African fetishes as well as the Victory of .
Samothrace, and even to leave a kind word for the Laocoon. Snobbishness
in art was in fact strongly distasteful to Roger Fry, and he combated it with
a moral vehemence not unworthy of his Quaker upbringing.
Some 340 illustrations are included in this paperback edition of the Last
Lectures. Unhappily they are detached from the text and put at the back
of the book. And since the legends occur in a third place, reading can become
rather jerky business. As I grope with the pages, my. imagination at times
flits to Virginia Woolf's image of Roger Fry in the flesh, lecturing before
the screen ina darkened room. There is his voice, sonorous yet courteous.
There is his own tall lank shadow projected on the screen. Then there is the
shadow of the pointer flickering down the folded robe of a T'ang Buddha.
. '
-Yi-FuTuan
Dr. Tuan received his primary and secondary education in China, Australia and the
Philippines. He is a graduate of Oxford and a Ph.D. from California. At present, an
assistant professor of geography at the University of New Mexico, he has been an instructor
at Indiana, a post-doctoral fellow in statistics at Chicago, and a member of an expedition
plotting coastal terraces in central Panama. He terms his numerous publications "trivia,"
one of which bears the trivial title, "The Misleading Antithesis of Penckian and Davisian
,Concepts of Slope Retreat in Waning Development." Dr. Tuan lists among his recent
hobbies all phases of Chinese culture which he can now approach as objectively as any
foreigner.

THE PEOPLE OF AluTAMA: THE CULTURAL PERSONALITY OF A COLOMBIAN

MEsTIzo VILLAGE, by Gerardo and Alicia Reichel-Domatoff. Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1961. 483 pp. $8.50.
The Reichels have provided their fellow anthropologists and the general
public with an outstanding picture of a once-Indian community in the process of ~cculturating to Creole norms~ Based on many years' experience in the
region and long acquaintance with the community itself, plus a period of
fourteen months' intensive interviewing and observation, the report is more
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meaningfully detailed than many
, ethnographies. I say "meaningfully detailed" for a particular reason: The Reichels c:laim that their report is not a
problem-oriented but simply a descriptive o'Ae, the implication being that
they discarded a lot of theoretical baggage and simply described what they
saw and what seemed to them to be important to the people under observation. The incisiveness of many of their observations, however, shows
clearly that they do themselves an injustice in this self-evaluation. In fact,
the Reichels appear to have rejected some of the oversimplified and analogical generalizations about culture change and acculturation, but to have retained an anthropologist's sensitivity to the worm's eye view of a society-to
those features of social life which are likely to be important in interactionand to those which sensible observation shows are important. This sensitivity,
with which they hardly credit themselves, is theory, simply because it is not
diffuse, but directed at particular aspects of social life. In this sense, the
Reichels' implication of deficiency in their report and their defensiveness
(again implied) about its "factual content" are ,unnecessary; they are too
modest.
The volume begins with a detailed account of the "fundamental conditions of human existence": geography, general ethnography and history,
food, health, and sanitation, and the life cycle. The second section treats
the patterns of social structure: hierarchy, family, kinship, and other aspects
of interpersonal and intergroup relations, property, production, distribution,
and labor. Finally, attention is. directed to the community world view, to
its cognitive structuring of the universe, in sections entitled "Dimensions
of the Na,tural," "Dimensions of the Supernatural," and «Dimensions of
Consciousness." A summary chapter and an appendix on cures for diseases
conclude the work. The organization of the book illustrates again the
Reichels' basic concern with theory in the sense of meaningful structuring
and presentation of data.
There are two portions of the work that are particularly impressive to me.
One is the section on the structure and developmental cycle of the family.
Part of my enthusiasm stems from the fact that this is an area of my own
interest and part fIomthe simple fact that the Reichels did an excellent
job of a~alysis. Their findings on relations between spouses and between
parents·and children highlight and confirm features, such as matri-focality,
suggested by other workers in Latin America, the Caribbean, and even
modem London. The second impressive section of the work is that which
deals with worldview (Part III) and related paragraphs throughout the
book. The author's description and analysis is important not only from an
anthropological but also from a humanistic standpoint. I have seldom en-
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countered a description of cognition and motivation in the anthropological
literature of this degree of perception and tough-mindedness. Here is a
peasant - society described in gratifyingly non-Rousseauan terms-shot
through with conflict, insecurity, and a startlingly high rate of mental aberration. It is good, again, to find an ethnographer who is not brimming over
with a sloppy affection for "his village" and a distaste for his own culture.
The author's attitudes say something not only about Aritama, but also about
the whole of Colombian and Latin American society and about themselves,
points also made by Gillin, Nunez, the reviewer, and others; there is a good
deal of the Protestant Ethic in Latin America, but it is concentrated at the
.extremes of the social hierarchy-among the despised Indians and among
those of the upper fringe and the intelligentsia who have come to regard
effort as a good and dis§imulation and status-seeking as evils. What hurts
most of all is the realization that so much of the United States seems to have
been settled from Aritama. There is bias in this description, but it is at
least a different bias from that often encountered, and it fits my own.
-E. A.Hammel
Dr. Hammel, an assistant professor of anthropology at the University of California,
Berkeley, has shared with the authors the experience of living intimately in and studying
closely a creole community of western South America. His Wealth, Authority and Prestige
in the lea Valley, Peru, a study of a coastal society south of Lima, was published this
year by the University of New Mexico Press.

THE OUTDOOR LABYRIN'I'H, poems by Myron H. Broomel). Durango, Colo.:·
The Herald Press, 1961. 30 pp. Paper, $2.00. For this pleasantly printed
volume, Colorado poet Myron H. Broomell has selected twenty-two poems
in three groups, the first group of which consists of some adventures in
human experience called "The History. of Abraham Mousehold." The second, "Ten StaveSfor the Conversion of Argentina," stresses political themes.
The third group, perhaps the best, "A Voyage to the Rocky Mountains,"
contains eight short descriptive poems. A productive writer' with several
volumes of poetry under his belt, around World War II Broomell contributed a great many verses to New Mexico Quarterly (in the days when it
had Review tacked to its title). A New Englan'der by birtht Broomell came
West and in 1947 began teaching at Fort Lewis A.& M. Colleg~ Colorado.
He has continued to comment on the world scene and the American West
in such media as Poetry, The Humanist,. New Poets, Harper's, New Yorker
and Saturday Review, and in anthologies. Most of The Outdoor Labyrinth
is in straightforward~hyme with a scannable meter appropriate to the author's
themes. The poems have substance and meaning, and in each there is a
narrative or philosophic event.-Roland Dickey
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INDIAN ART IN AMERICA, by Frederick J. Dockstader. Greenwich: New York
Graphic Society, 1961. 224 pp. $25.00.
The Arts and Crafts of the North American Indian, the appropriate
subtitle of this handsomely designed and lavishly iIIustrated volume, here
have been accorded rich recognition and authoritative presentation. The
large format, ten by eleven inches in size, has been used to particular advantage in the display of the two hundred fifty iIIustrations-seventy in
color, many of them full-page in size. Dr. Dockstader, a weII-informed anthropologist, has compiled a worthy record of Indian skills and has interpreted
them with admiration and warmth.
. The presentation begins with a chapter on the Indian as an artist, and
undertakes to set up some ground rules for evaluations. Many preconceptions
and judgments associated with European art must be thrown out; a majority
of the rules taught in art appreciation classes do not apply, Dockstader says.
However, he believes the basic role of the artist is the same in any culture:
to arouse an emotional response in his audience. This surely would be considered a debatable statement, subject to extensive emendation, by many
contemporary artists.
Art has been with man since prehistoric times, we are reminded; the
urge to create something of beauty seems always to have been present. All
tribes on the North American continent had some form of art exPression,
Dockstader has found, but the aim of the Indian artist was not merely to
establish a realistic record-he sought out the spirit, or essence, of an object
and represe~ted it in his drawing or carving. It is this "semi-magical"
character in Indian art' which is difficult for non-Indians to comprehend.
Indian art is, of course, folk art, yet it contains many examples of fine
art. In Indian terms there is no quarrel of art versus craft-the one leads to
the other, and "any craft object becomes a work of art when exceptional
creativity is accomplished by exceptional technical skill."
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Dr. Dockstader states flatly that there is no such thing as traditional ~n
dian art, that the "tradition" may be no more than a few years old and introduced from alien sources. This is a curious thesis and will not bear examination, despite exceptional cases which might support it. Painting is gi"en as
an example of alien accretion: "the general style of water-color painting as
we know it today stems largely from. the Indian School teaching developed
in the 192,o's." This is contrary to statements long since made in detail by ,
Hewett and Chapman, and more recently by Dorothy Dunn, the originator
of the Indian School art department (El Palacio, February 1960). Any layman may confirm their findings by comparing contemporary paintings of
ceremonial s~bjects, which comprise the great bulk of Southwestern Indian
painting as we know it today, with panels from the Awatovi kiva murals
(plate 12.), or the Kuaua kiva murals (unfortunately, no example is shown),
which are several hundred years old. The general styles arec1early similar;
tradition through several centuries seems in plain evidence; the use of water
colors and paper in today's paintings constitutes the only definite difference.
Any book on'such a broad subject is severely limited; even two hundred
fifty illustrations is a microscopic number compared to the number that
could be made available. Selections come down to one man's taste, and
the artistic exa~ples available to him. It is explained why the choices are
primarily from the collections of the Museum of the American Indian,
New York, the institutiori which Dr. Dockstader now heads. Nevertheless,
many items from other museums have been used and one can but wonder
why the extensive collections in Santa Fe, which surely are superior in the
Southwestern fields in many cases, were not utilized. (The small bowl
shown, the work of Marla of San Ildefonso, is mediocre compared to a
number of specimens in the collections there.) Indeed, ~e is struck by
the paucity of Western material, especially in tl!e Pre-Spanish section: sixteen items from the entire West are presented; there are fifty from the midwest and southwest.
The Northwest coast seems .heavily overweighted in the Historic Period
section: seventy-five items are illustrated from that area, while just over one
hund~ed examples are shown from all of the remainder of North America.
The photographs are on the whole superb. The color plates, printed in
Holland "in rich black gravure and six-color offset lithography" are technically magnificent. However, there is an overall slickness (due primarily
to excessive highlights, one feels) in the presentation, in the color plates
and in many of the black-and-white plates, that prevents conveyance of the
true nature and texture of the materials themselves. The reproductions of
a number of the color plates, further, are marred by too-vivid solid color
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backgrounds. Finally, there is too much emphasis on the grotesque, doubtless due to a search for the spectacular, in the items selected for illustration.
One quibbles overmuch: it is simply that this splendid contribution to the
interpretation and appreciation of Indian arts and crafts is so good it seems
-Wayne L. Mauzy
a pity it were not better.
Wayne Mauzy lives in Santa Fe, where for many years he has been associated with the
Museum of New Mexico.

Exn.ES AND FABRICATIONS, by Winfield Townley Scott. New York: Doubleday & Co., 1961. 207 pp. $3.95. For a man to publish a book with a title so private in its ref~rence takes
a kind of quiet assurance. One knows right off that the"author is less concerned with salesmanship ~an with something in his own mind, and such
literary independence these days, when most writers write what they think
the market wants, is refreshing.
The essays in this unpretentious little book are in the tone of dignified
individualism in attitude and judgment suggested by the title. They were
separately written for various publications through some ten years, and Mr.
Scott makes no attempt to weld them together into a unitary work. Each of
the essays is an exile from a past experience once of high importance to the
writer, and the result of bringing them together in a book is a fabrication in
the sense quoted by the author from Webster's Dictionary: "to construct or
build up into a whole by uniting . . . parts often made elsewhere." And
the writer sees his own life as a fabrication out of elements in exile.
Though his essays range over a wid~ diversity of landscapes and personalities, from Newport to New Mexico, from Emily Dickinson to Mark Twain
and Booth Tarkington, one finds in them an autobiographical communica- .
tion. Scott is a modest man, reserved to the furthest remove from the showis himself, but he does have faith in his own quality
man whose chief
...... - exhibit
as a writer and a man. When he judges fellow writers, John Wheelwright,
or E. A. Robinson, or Amy Lowell, the judgment is his own, not academically
derivative, not an effort to come to terms with what others are writing and
saying, but to express his thoughts and show why he thinks them.
That is how his personality comes through here, that of the quiet voice
you notice when the others have stopped shouting and discover, somewhat
to your surprise, that it's a voice worth listening to. I felt this quality of engaging self-revelation strongly in the fine essay on Whittier entitled in almost an excess of simplicity Something About Snow-Bound. The essay has a
double subject: the poem, and the man writing about it.
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The most autobiographical essay is the one called Portrait of a Free Man.
~cott's "free man" is an unrenowned person he met in his youth and admired
because he saw in him the courage to trust his own convictions and go his
own way, like Thoreau, no matter how far it might lead him from success
or public approbation. Joe Coldwell was (Scott's phrase) "a dedicated socialist." He admired Eugene Debs and Gandhi, never had much money, got into
trouble with the police, and this posthumous portrait of him, drawn with a
blending of compassion and regard, gives you not only Coldwell but Scott,
as all good artists paint themselves into their subjects.
Exiles and Fabrications has the intimate quality of a book of poems; though
not expressly autobiographical it is a personal document. It's a mild book,
and literary mildness happens to be out of fashion, but in the quiet flow of
its prose are sharp critical insights, ripples of humor and places of shadowed
perception, and unstressed eloquence-a poet's prose for those who have a
taste for unstandardized writings and attitudes.

/

-A. E. Anderson
Mr. Anderson, retired feature columnist of the Oakland Post-Enquirer, was for sixteen
years associated with the English department of his alma mater, University· of California,
Berkeley, and for a decade taught creative writing at Orange Coast College, Costa Mesa.
. Interesting high-points in his long career include a youthful spell of teaching in the deep
interior of China, three years as an olive farmer in the California foothills, and brieRy
as a staff member of the "New" Theater in New York under Winthrop Ames. Presently,
Mr. Anderson lives in Laguna Beach.

THE WANDERING OF

DESIRE, by Marion Montgomery. New York: Harper,

1962 . 3°1 pp. $4·95·
In reviewing this book, novelist Flannery O'C-onnor was (according to
the unattractive dust jacket) inspired to declare: ''The Southern writer can
outwrite anybody in the country because he has the Bible and a little history.
. . . " The remark is partially nonsense of course, for there is no section of
the country whose writers do not have access to the Bible and a little history;
but the rest of Mrs. O'Connor's assertion may not be greatly overstated.
Certainly the South has begotten some of our finest contemporary authors.
One needs merely to mention the names (not to speak about F. O'Connor
herself) of such lights as Faulkner, Warren, Welty, Grau, Caldwell, and McCullers, to prove it; and the state of Georgia, which seems to be singularly
blessed, has C"ome up with yet another winner in Mr. Marion Montgomery,
from Upson County.
Mr. Montgomery's first novel is a tale of life in the pine barrens and cypress'
swamps of southern Georgia during the 1930's. Essential-eIement of the story
is the struggle for possession of a piece of land known locally as the Hill-not
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much of a hill by your standards or mine, but nevertheless a hill, because of
its geographical location. ("It was a point to make reference from, surer
. than a live oak or cypress or one of the yellow pines . . . ") Chief partici·
pants in the struggle are Wash (for Washington) Mullis, who wants the
land because he wants it, and Jonathan Blalock, D.V.M., who wants the
land (and finally gets it) for somewhat better reasons.
The story is of sufficient depth and breadth that to try and sum it up
neatly within the scope of a brief review would do the book injustice. Let
.it merely be said, then, that Mr. Montogomery has penned his story with
all of the perception, insight and craftsmanship that has made his con·
freres famous. However, there are a couple of notes in the symphony which
are a little off key. The first concerns a Negro who is made to proceed at a
steady trot for "seven or eight iniles" while hanging on to a mule's off
stirrup. It is only fair to explain that the narrator of this event is a person
whose identity is known to the reader, throughout the book, only by the
vertical pronoun, "I"; and the reader is soon permitted to understand
that "I" (like F. O'Connor and all other Southern writers) is given to
occasional exaggeration. The second false note also involves a Negro, one
who performs an equally unusual feat:
That night he tore out the woman's womb with his bare hand and watched her
bleed to death. Then he took the single·barrel twelve·gauge rabbit gun and went out
behind the corncrib and blew the roof of his mouth in.

("It jes go to show you what come of a city nigger gittin a little piece of Ian.")
Aside from these implausibilities, Mr. Montgomery's novel is remarkable (paradoxically) for its very authenticity. His character delineations are as
sharp and revealing as a Walker Evans photograph, and the words, sounds,
and assorted noises which he has put into the mouths of his characters
are as accurate and true·tc.life as any to be found on the printed page. By
and large, it is an excellent book. Very impressive, very adult Southern.
.
-leryIW.Lafon
Jeryl Lafon, who will be remembered for his sensitive story, "Night of the Harvest,"
in a recent Quarterly, is a native of Alabama. At present he is with the U.S. Army
Engineers District in Albuquerque.

Pn.cRIM'S PRIDE, by Marie Chay. New York: Dodd, Mead, 1961. 310 pp.

$3·5°'
This book is a good book. It is one of those all too rare delights-a book
perfect for reading aloud. To say as much about Pilgrim's Pride is to say a
great deal: Here is a novel written simply, economically, charmingly, a book
·that over and over releases bursts of joyous laughter, that early creates and
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then sustains a strong sense of anticipation made peculiarly satisfying by
warm certainty as to what is surely going to happen.
. From the outset the reader-and the listener-becomes personally involved in sharing certain universal qualities of Marie Chay's first-person novel
about Italian immigrants ("my grandmother" Luisa and "my grandfather"
Paul from the Piedmont village of Lauriano) who settled in a Colorado mining camp three generations ago. There is the nostalgia most adults feel for
things and places and people known and loved in childhood but later lost
forever; there is the sense of adventure experienced-even though sometimes
unwillingly, as in the case of Luisa-when life sets us down in alien places
among strange people and unfamiliar things; there is the superimposition of
an Old World culture upon the free-and-easy disorder of a raw frontier,
with the resulting strains and pulls upon loyalties and personal standards
and long-held (and often well-loved) antagonisms on the one" hand "and
h~ped-for freedom of the spirit from such antagonisms, a willingness to
consider new roles and customs, and ~n urgency to know new loyalties on
the other hand.
These things are realized largely after the book has been laid aside, but
they are its life blood-and this book is very much 'alive, indeed. During
the reading, one is chiefly aware of the authenticity of characters andsettin~
and situations and of the gaiety with which the story is told; of the affectionate but undeclared battle between emotional, quick-witted, consistently inconsistent Luisa (a Piedmontese to the death-an end, by the way, expected
daily and momentarily from rattlesnakes, Indians, buffaloes, coyotes, and
cowboys) and quiet-spoken, gently humorous, freedom-loving Paul, a true
American from the moment in Italy when he determined to achieve for
his family a home in a land where "we'll own ourselves."
Much of the action (and there is a surpising amount of action for a book
largely concerned with the small but all-important daily relationships of
wann but relatively "unimportant" human beings) revolves around Luisa's
bordinaus, which she and Paul established in Berger's Draw, where he was a
miner for the Progressive American Fuel Company, operating many hundreds of miles west of Nuova York. Sheer delight springs from manyepisodes-Luisa sallying forth to get rich by selling her vote at election time,
Luisa setting out to select husbands for her daughters but being unwittingly
out-manoeuvered by husbands and girls, Luisa hunting for the bushes on "
which (she had been assured in Piedmont) American dohlums grew in bountiful supply, Lusia having her own temperance chickens come home to roost
-most surprisingly-upon her own uplifted hand.
'The tone of the book changes when the narrator's parents move away
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from Berger's Draw to begin their own life together on a small Colorado
ranch. The mood is gentler, more pensive, more aware of the little things
of nature-seeds, calves, flowers, puppies, birds, children. This portion of the
novel makes one acutely aware of the essence of what constituted "the good
.life" on Rocky Mountain cattle ranches-and farms everywhere-before
dudes darkened· the land or helicopters came to frighten the animals, or
progressive education shadowed the doors of One-room schoolhouses, or
radio and television intruded upon close-knit families tucked away -in their
small, happy world. One envies the dean definitions of such a life.
Marie Chayand her husband, Alex Warner, teach creative writing at the
~niversity of Colorado, where he is also associate editor of the Colorado
·1luarterly. Mrs. Warner inherited from her Italian grandmother the greenest
of green thumbs and a culinary art approaching genius. About the people and
the places in her book she says, "there was a bordinaus, a Berger's Draw, a
Piedmontese grandmother, grandfather, father, mother . . . and all the
rest in the coal 'mining section of southern Colorado, but only the places,
with different names, and the animals are the same. Thanks to the imagination and memory, the people are no longer what they once were, and the
harsh, sad and tragic events they often went through are now something
that ev~n they might laugh about."
Many of the chapters of Pilgrim's Pride first appeared in publications like
the Saturday Review, the Arizona Quarterly, Prairie Schooner, Opera News,
the Southwest Review,and Modern Age. This novel is Mrs. Warner's first.
The friends of Luisa and Paul, of Dino Asti, of Guilia and Emilio and Mico
and Laura hopefully trust that it will not be the last.
-Margaret Meaders
Miss Meaders is widely experienced in university publishing, having been an editor,
news bureau director, publicist, and assistant professor of journalism and English in Georgia
before accepting her present position as editor for the Bureau of Business Research at the
University of New Mexico. Among her publications in literary magazines are articles
. and reviews for the Quarterly.

THE RELIGIOUS ISSUE IN THE STATE SCHOOLS OF ENGLAND AND WALES, 19°21914: A NATION'S QUEST FOR HUMAN DIGNITY, by Benjamin Sacks. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1961. 298 pp. $;.00.
This book·wi1J appeal to the scholars who have waited for an historically
. detailed account of the religious issue in English and Welsh schools. Forty
pages of notes and twenty-three pages of bibliographic items indicate the
range of documentation. This close attention to detail gives the work permanent value. Indeed, while other studies of a more popular nature and in a
more interpretive vein may be written on this topic, it would appear that
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Dr. Sacks has found and commented on all of the available, relevant sources.
This is the kind of study a British scholar might excel in, and it is something of a tribute for a professor of history at the University of New Mexico
to have conducted this study so well.
.
What was the point at issue?
Dr. Sacks sets the stage with an interesting analogy, rather briefly treated
to my regret. Noting apprehensively Germany's growing superiority in industry and inventiveness, Britain in 1900 was in her relations with Germany
in much the same position as the United States in 1960 in her concern
over Russia's impressive scientific strides. One manipulable ingredient
Britain saw was her schools:_She could provide better education for as many
youths as were capable of absorbing it. Many schools were conducted by
voluntary bodies, mainly religious denominations. Having earlier decided to
subsidize voluntary agencies which managed schools, having by gradual
stages increased grants, and having e~arged the advisory power of local
education boards, the state found itself faced with the imponderable question
of religious instruction.
That religion was to be taught was an inevitable historical conclusion
acknowledged by both church and state. But who should teach it; and how
should it be taught; and how to safeguard the rights. of dissenters, Roman
Catholics, Jews, and other religious groups· in a country with an established
church, plagued the conscience of the British people.
There was, moreover, the question of training colleges, most of which were
also managed by religious bodies. How were nonconformist trainees to be
treated by a state needing more and better-prepared tea~hers? These are the
knotty questions Dr. Sacks explores through an analysis of voluminous articles, speeches, editorials, sermons, tracts, and other documents issued at the
time on this controversial topic.
Why does Dr. Sacks confine himself to the period between l<)02 and 1914?
The book does in fact contain several pages on the Education Act of .
19* enough to round out thf: picture by showing relevance to recent
times. But it was between 1902 and 1914 that. the controversy was at its
height. The lines of battle were drawn by the Balfour Act of 1902 xegularizing aided schools. Long fomenting dissension among Anglicans, Roman
Catholics, Nonconformists, and Secularists regarding ·religion in aided
schools rapidly increased. The question. revolved around Education per se
versus Education and Salvation.
Into the fray jumped a host of contestants including, besides clergymen,
the press and politicians. For this issue was one on which the Government
itself floundered. Conservatives were pitted as much against liberals as fun-
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damental Bible adherents pitted themselves against modem Bible interpreters. Something of the significance of the political implications of the controversy may be gauged from the fact that this study grew out of Dr. Sacks'
earlier book, J. Ramsey MacDonald in Thought and Action. The religious
controversy in state-aided schools was a crucial problem faced by the Labour
Party's first prime minister.
In what manner the British capacity for compromise at last prevailed, I
leave to the reader's pleasure to find out.
The lay reader, unless he is particularly interested, may not get far into this
book. He may find it too analytical and detailed. The outcome of the religious
controversy is there but one must explore with Dr. Sacks all the winding
pathways. The imaginative interpretation one looks for in the first browsing
is there but cautiously stated. Only by careful reading does one grasp the
relevance of Britain's problem to the question of religion in American education.
But the book is not intended for the ordinary lay reader. Its appeal is to the
scholar, be he historian, educationist, or theologian, with abiding interest
in the moral upbringing of the young. To such as these for a long time to
come the book will compel attention as a work of definitive analysis.
.
-Franklin Parker
Dr. Parker, who is an associate professor of the history and philosophy of education at
the University of Texas, wrote this review in Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia, where during
the past year he has been a fellow of the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute for Social Research.
Dr. Parker's articles and reviews on aspects of the history of education have been published
widely in scholarly jo~.
MACMILLAN'S FRONTIER WEST Boo.xs. This

new series of juveniles earns high
marks for both beauty at a reasonable price ($1.95) and accuracy of detail in
sugar-eoated instruction. Written and profusely illustrated for children in
from the fourth to the sixth grades, the series will number five books in all.
The first three published are Buffalo Land, the story of the American bison;
Dog Soldiers, about a Cheyenne warrior society, and Silver and Lead, the life
and death of a mining town. Each of these books numbers forty-eight pages
with over thirty large illustrations and inset cuts showing details of weapons,
tools, flora, and fauna of the periods and regions covered. In spite of the
space devoted to pictures, an astonishing amount of information is packed
in the text which leads off with a map of the territory considered and ends
with a glossary of technical terms and a bibliography of other somewhat more
challenging books in case the young reader wishes to pursue the subject
farther. The publisher's claim is not misleading: the West is presented
"authentically and realistically."
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in paper covers

ON THE ILIAD, by Rachel Bespaloff, intr. by Herman Brach, tr. by Mary
McCarthy. New Yorlc: Harper Torchbook, Bollingen Library, 1962. 117
pp. $.95. "Myth is the archetype of every phenomenal cogitation of which
the human mind is capable," says Herman Broch in his lengthy introduction
to Miss Bespaloff's group of essays on the mythical nature of the Homeric
poems. Miss Bespaloff says it more simply: "It is not necessary to express
everything in order to express the whole." The essays di~cuss aspects of
character, feeling, and values in the Iliad, and the author is at her best in the
evaluation of the central characters of the epic poem. "Apollo's protege,
Ilion's protector, defender of a city, a wife, a child, Hector is the guardian
of the perishable joys," whereas Achilles stands for "the port of war, the joys
of pillage, the luxury of rage . . . the glitter of empty triumphs and mad
enterprises." The essay treating the meeting of "~riam and Achilles," the
old man having come to-claim the body of Hector from his slayer, is masterful. It reveals further how Miss Bespaloff sees the Iliad as myth: "His
(Achilles') courtliness alone, apparent in the grace of his welcome, betrays
a man of high lineage in whom brutality threatens an already high-wrought
civilization." Miss Bespaloff strains only when she seeks to couple War and
Peace with the Iliad, in the essay "Troy and Moscow." "War, in the epic,
appears first of all as a kind of prolonged spasm related to the rhythms of
anger that are always ravaging nature, the great cosmic upheavals." The
author does, however, discern a literary truth in her statement, "Anything
destined for destruction and ignorant of its danger, or hoping to escape. . .
is lit up with tenderness."
by Edith Sitwell. New York: A Macmillan paper.back, 1962.238 pp. $1.65. "Watching the little child, leaping up and down
in her father'sanns, where the great fires lit the winter dusk, who could
imagine this being as she would be in sixty-five years time-the old sandalFANFARE FOR ELIZABETH,
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wood body smelling of death, the beautiful hands that were like long leaves,
grown a little dry from age, so that the lines on the palms were like those
on a map? Then, too, she would leap into the air like a thin flame-like
the flames she saw as she wa~ about to die. ('I saw one night,' she told one
of her ladies, 'my body exceeding lean and fearful in a light of fire.')" Edith
Sitwell chronicles the girlhood of Queen Elizabeth as if the events were
strung like a fairytale-the kingdom eager for a prince; the surly daughter,
Mary; and the clever one, Elizab~th; the ghost of Anne Boleyn; the scandal
surrounding Elizabeth and the Admiral Lord Seymour of Sude1ey. The
chronicle ends with Elizabeth's fifteenth year, having presented the background of the Elizabethan reign with all the care of a gardener nurturing
a rose.

MARy TUDOR, by H. F. M. Prescott. New York: A Macmillan paperback,
1962. 454 pp. $1·95·· This is a sensitive and compelling biography of the
"Spanish Tudor." Miss Prescott analyzes Mary's harassed and embittered
childhood, the effect on her of her father's orders to betray her principles,
which later she was to re-enact in her orders to Elizabeth to embrace the
Catholic religion. Mary's great fault seems to have been her short-sightedness.
In insisting upon her marriage to Philip of Spain, Mary argued that only
Spanish orthodoxy was pure enough to rid England of heresy. Mary at last
had her Philip, although his courtiers found her "older than we have been
told"-she was nine years older than Philip-and the critical Spaniards said
patronizingly that although she was "a perfect saint" she "dresses badly."
Miss Prescott leav~s Philip an enigmatic figure, which he was, but she lays
finn grasp on the tide of emotions that surged and receded around Mary.
After the wedding and the reinstatement of the nobles into the Pope's
graces, they began to flounder in the hopes and anxieties of selfish i~terests.
"The Pope had absolved them from sin. But would he leave· them in undisturbed enjoyment of the fruits of sin?" In chronicling Mary's false
pregnancies and Philip's growing indifference, Miss Prescott brings Mary
around to the realization that in aligning herself with Spain she has alienated
her English subjects. The book is a superb tapestry of the skulduggery, the
desperate hopes and passions, from queens to candle-thieveS, that marked
the years after the death of Henry VIII.
ENGUSH ANCESTRY, by A. R. Wagner. New~York: Oxford University Press,
Oxford Paperbacks, 1961. 176 pp. $2.25. A shorter, rewritten version of the
author's earlier work, English Genealogy, this book summarizes characteristic
pedigrees (such as those of pre-Conquest English ancestors, those who had
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been.followers of William in Normandy, members of the gentry, people
of professions, immigrants and emigrants) and indicates the limits of our
knowledge of English ancestry in terms of status, record, names and continuity. The amateur geneaologist will be both encouraged and discouraged
by a summary account of the record materials on which genealogical knowledge, rests and an outline of the ways in which they have been and can be
used.
THE CIVll. WAR: A NEW ONE-VOLUME HISTORY,by Harry Hansen. New
York: New American Library, a Signet Book, 1961. 644 pp. $.95. A smalltyped" narrow-margined paperback, which will serve, until a better comes
along, as an inexpensive survey of the political antagonisms which led up
to ~e Civil War, the first exchanges of shots, and the progress of the war.
Some human sidelights break up the terse narrative: at the end of six desperate assaults against Marye'sHill, during the battle of .Fredericksburg,
an artillery officer reported that a chicken could not have survived on that
field. The book manages a balance between battles and concurrent events
in Washington. A great deficiency is the lack of documentation. There are
no footnotes and a bibliography is conspicuous by its absence.

, There's drama in cattle brandsI Don Madriago's resembled the rolling hills of his
, California rancho, but rustlers, adding to their iron, changed his three hills to a frog face.
Illustrations from Written with Fire, the Story of Cattle Brands, by Edna Hoffman Evans.
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962.87 PP' $2.95.

"3-Feathers" brand of the Prince of Wales' ranch in western Canada.

More honored in the breach, the Maverick brand made fame by its abo
sence. When a lazy cowhand did not bum it on the Texas lawyer's Gulf
island cattle, the stock on the mainland became free-floating ten dollar
bills, eventually Sporting every brand butl So maverick was coined,
meaning unbranded yearling, or, by extension. any animal or man
a$l:ray, wild or unclaimed.
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THE WRITING OF FICTION, by Theodore Goodman. New York: Collier
Books, 1961. 222 pp. $.95. Selected from lectures delivered by Dr. Goodman
- at City College of New York over a period of thirty years, these cogent
essays probe "the whole fiction" -Goodman's term for the larger background
of fiction as an art. Goodman isolates and discusses seven elements of the
whole fiction: the word (as prose), imagery, character, pattern, emotion,
idea, and conflict, although he realizes that the comprehensive quality of
fiction cannot be achieved by adding together its various parts, any more
than the dismembered parts of a chicken may be reassembled into a live
fowl. Goodman, as teacher of writing, evinces a remarkable sympathy for
the reader. It is this symptom of awareness, coupled with an extensive
repertoire of references to literary works, present and past-the "bread-andDeans quality" of Defoe, the "vivid lacquered" symbolism of Poe, the "grand
fooling a~ound" of Artemus Ward that make Goodman's advice authoritative. Delightfully, he says that "the great tales of all ages are the circulating
library of eternity." This is not a how-to book in the sense that phrase con- .
notes. It is a volume that perambulates the reader past statues of ~r
formance, gives lectures on features and extremities-the tragic and the
comic blemishes, for instance-and leaves him with standards by which
to judge his own-or others'-stories.
THE LAsT OF niE INDIAN W AM, by Forbes Parkhill. New York: Collier
Books, 1961. 128 pp. $.95. General William T. Sherman once defined a
reservation as "a tract of land entirely occupied by Indians and entirely
surrounded by white thieves." Mr. Parkhill's book is the account of the Utes'
\\,last-ditch stand for independence in the Four Comers area. The book takes
structure around the figure of Tse-ne-gat, a young Indian boy, introducing
him to tl!e legends of his people and acquainting him with the depredations
;of range-hungry cattlemen, land-hungry railroaders, deposit-hungry coal
miners. A certain inevitability exists in the boy's murder of Juan Chacon,
a trespassing sheepherder; and the irony of the Utes' last stand lies in the
fact that while Tse-ne-gat underwent a lengthy trial, and was finally acquitted
because of extenuating circumstances, white men clamped hold of certain
areas of the reservation. Tse-ne-gat returned to his medicine men to be cured
of his tuberculosis; they failed him, and he died, seeing this as his punishment for crossing the white man.
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